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ROME CELEBRATES 

G.V. and m.ss. of the Mussolini stadium packed with children 
drawn from Italian fascist youth movements 20 

V.S. of Mussolini arriving at the stadium and taking his ; lace 
on the platform overlooking the arena where tkaxssxuts hundreds 
youths are drawn up waiting to commence the display in honour 
of the anniversary of the City of Rome 52 

Various panning shots over the crowded stadium as the children 
sing patriotic songs - nat. snd. 80 
L.S. pan with Mussolini walking briskly out of the stadium 
the children rush forward to see him 18 
V.S. of Mussolini waving to dense crowds from a balcony of the 
Palazzio Venezia 25 

High g.v. pan over dense crowds 10 
V.S. firework display in the night sky over Rome which concludes 
the days anniversary festivities 50 
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1. M.S. pan with Aer Lingus dakota taxiing to a halt 12 
2. M.S. Sean 0'Kelly, Sean Lemass, Sean McBuO## and othe govt. 

officials descending from the aircraft and posing for camera 
on the tarmac of Shannon airpofct with their service advisors 
Gen McKellar and Col. Mulcahy 64 

3. M.S. pan along memebers of an Irish trade mission paaing in front 

of their aircraft before taking off for London. They include 
Dr. Ryanf; Sean Lemass 18 

4. M.S. of Aembers of the mission outside the colonial office 
in London including Dr. Ryan and Mr. Lemass 14 
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INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL IN DUBLIN-DALLYMOUNT PARK 

/Ly , b-lr. 1. M.ss. of the Scottish and Irish teams running onto the field 
I Pl  f r -  Jr  flj\ i/ 2. V.S. of the game in progress with cut-aways of the crowd, Scotland 
txc CK-VL^J ML*- - ̂  won 3 - 2 .  9 6  
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SHIPMENT NEGATIVE POSITIVE 

| Original B.W. 
! Dupe Lavender 

Colour Fine Grain 
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